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Cars idling in traffic last month on Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse, located by the northwest edge of the
capital.

The Russian car market's collapse downshifted to a 29.7 percent drop year-on-year in June,
largely thanks to a government program that has made car loans more affordable, a report
issued Wednesday said.

A total of 140,161 new cars were sold in Russia in June, down from 199,398 cars sold during
the same period last year, according to the report by the Association of European Businesses
(AEB), a Moscow-based business lobby group.

While this was still a steep fall, the drop paled in comparison to previous months: car sales
dropped 37.6 percent in May, 41 percent in April and 42.5 percent in March year-on-year,
the AEB said.
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The marginal recovery came largely thanks to government policies that have made car loans
more affordable, according to the AEB.

Lending rates have fallen as, encouraged by the slowing pace of inflation, Russia's Central
Bank has gradually lowered its key interest rate to 11.5 percent after hiking it to 17.5 percent
last year in an effort to stem the ruble's collapse. The government has meanwhile moved
to support the car market, launching a program in April that subsidizes loans for cars priced
at less than 1 million rubles ($17,500).

Affordable credit has been a key driver of car sales in the past: 40.1 percent of the new cars
purchased last year were bought with borrowed money, car market research agency Autostat
said in May.

Nonetheless, Russia is still in for a rocky ride this year, said Joerg Schreiber, chairman of the
AEB's Automobile Manufacturers Committee.

"[This is] no reason to relax whatsoever. … Market sentiment for the remaining six months
of the year remains muted," Schreiber was quoted as saying in an AEB press release.

According to a poll of AEB members, Russia's car market will shrink 36 percent this year to a
total of 1.55 million cars sold.

Russia's car market has struggled to adapt to the devaluation of the ruble, which has fallen
around 40 percent to the U.S. dollar since the start of last year. Even Russian car companies
rely heavily on imported parts, the cost of which has soared with the ruble's fall.
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